
	  

• Tighten & Tone  - utilizing light to medium weights to define the total upper body, then moves on to a mixture of floor and 
standing exercises work to target the thighs, seat, back, and abdominals 

• Yoga - Based on the ancient fitness science of hatha yoga, it blends balance, strength, flexibility and power. Yoga-Fit 
overcomes the mystery of yoga by delivering a practical, user-friendly style, which is accessible, understandable, and doable 
by individuals at any level of fitness 

• ZUMBA - Latin dancing is a fusion of Latin and International music - dance themes that create a dynamic, exciting, effective 
fitness system! These routines are perfect for those who want to learn Latin dance moves while burning calories. Classes will 
feature both low & high intensity workouts that is easy to follow. ZUMBA is based on the principle that a workout should be 
"FUN AND EASY TO DO!" 

• TABATA (15 MIN WORKOUT) - A type of high intensity interval training created by Japanese researcher, Dr. Izumi 
Tabata.  It is designed to push participants to their ultimate limit thus increasing metabolism, promoting strength and improving 
overall  
fitness. Total workout time is 16 minutes with a short warm-up and cool-down.  

• Martial Arts-For the mind: Developing greater levels of self-discipline, concentration, self-respect, and stress relief. For the 
body: Enhancing your flexibility, endurance, tone, and self-defense through exciting, aerobic martial arts workouts. 

• SPINNING & Abs - This is spinning and Abs class combined.  You spin on the bikes for 30 minutes then get off the bikes and 
have 15 minutes for Abs & Core exercises.  

• SPINNING & Arms - This is spinning and Arms class combined.  You spin on the bikes for 30 minutes then get off the bikes 
and have 15 minutes for arms exercises.  Participants will be using hand weights for the arms portion of the class. 

• SPINNING & Legs - This is spinning and Legs class combined.  You spin on the bikes for 30 minutes then get off the bikes 
and have 15 minutes for Leg exercises.   

• 20 Min Abs – Abdominal & Core exercises put into a 20 minute timeframe.   Class will have beginner and advanced moves 
making it appropriate for everyone. 

• Pilates:  controlled exercises that engage the mind and condition the total body. The blend of strength and flexibility training 
improves posture, reduces stress and creates long, lean muscles without bulking up. Pilates takes a balanced approach so that 
no muscle group is overworked and the body moves as an efficient, holistic system in sport and daily activity. 


